Image3D

Image3D is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) program. As a VeRO program member, we regularly review eBay listings in an effort to protect consumers from deceptive listings and unauthorized merchandise as well as to protect our own intellectual property rights.

Any unauthorized uses of Image3D’s copyrighted works and trademarks, or any offers for sale of unauthorized merchandise, constitute infringement and may be punishable by criminal and civil penalties. To ensure that you are buying an authentic Image3D product, purchase it through Image3D or an authorized Image3D retailer.

We respect the intellectual property of others and enforce the proper use of our intellectual property.

Our intellectual property includes copyrighted material, such as the photographs and product descriptions that appear on our website and the websites of our licensees.

Our intellectual property also includes trademarks, such as the federally registered marks IMAGE3D and RETROVIEWER.

By law, only Image3D and our licensees may use our intellectual property. Innocent intent or willful blindness does not negate liability for misuse of our intellectual property under the U.S. copyright or trademark laws.

You cannot use photographs, images, text, logos, or audiovisuals from our websites, brochures, catalogs, advertisements, or other company related materials in any form.

We regularly monitor the internet, including eBay, for infringements. We will notify eBay of any unauthorized use of our intellectual property we find and request removal of the listing through the VeRO program.

FAQs

Q: Why was my listing removed?
A: Your listing was most likely removed because it displayed unauthorized reproductions of copyrighted images or trademarks owned by Image3D.

Q: What if I decide to re-post a listing after it has been removed?
A: Image3D monitors listings on eBay and other websites. If you decide to re-post an infringing listing, you are likely subjecting yourself to civil and/or criminal liability, as well as additional consequences on eBay.

Q: Why was I not informed directly by Image3D prior to my listing being removed?
A: Due to the high number of violations, it is not practical for us to contact every seller directly, so we use eBay’s VeRO program to address infringing listings.

Q: Why did eBay allow me to post my listing if it’s illegal?
A: eBay is not able to pre-screen all listings for all violations. Therefore, your ability to post listings doesn’t mean your listing is legal. All sellers are responsible for ensuring that their listings don’t infringe others’ intellectual property rights.

Q: What if I didn’t know I was infringing Image3D’s intellectual property rights?

A: You can be liable for copyright and trademark infringement even when you don’t know you’re infringing someone else’s rights. As a seller, you are responsible for ensuring that your listings do not violate the intellectual property rights of another. Ignorance of an intellectual property violation is no excuse. Before posting a listing, you must take affirmative steps to ensure that it doesn’t violate the rights of any copyright or trademark holder.

Q: Can I use Image3D’s trademarks to list genuine Image3D merchandise?

A: It is legal to list genuine Image3D products for sale. However, even when selling a genuine product, you may not use Image3D trademarks or logos to advertise the item.

Q: If I’m selling a genuine Image3D product, can I use Image3D’s advertising images, photographs, and text in my listing?

A: No. The use of Image3D’s copyrighted images, photographs and/or text to promote the sale of the item constitutes copyright infringement.

Q: Why are other sellers still allowed to list products using Image3D’s copyrighted text and photographs?

A: The fact that others have posted listings that infringe Image3D’s intellectual property rights does not give you the right to do so. Image3D makes extensive efforts to police eBay listings for any and all potentially infringing merchandise. However, some sellers may have been unintentionally overlooked. Please contact us at media@Image3D.com with the eBay item number for the listing you’re concerned about. Note that Image3D also lists its own products at using the seller name “image3dusa.”